We construct an efficient methodology for calculating wormlike chain statistics in arbitrary D dimensions over all chain rigidities, from fully rigid to completely flexible. The structure of our exact analytical solution for the end-to-end distribution function for a wormlike chain in arbitrary D dimensions in Fourier-Laplace space ͑i.e., Fourier-transformed end position and Laplace-transformed chain length͒ adopts the form of an infinite continued fraction, which is advantageous for its compact structure and stability for numerical implementation. We then proceed to present a step-by-step methodology for performing the Fourier-Laplace inversion in order to make full use of our results in general applications. Asymptotic methods for evaluating the Laplace inversion ͑power-law expansion and Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory͒ are employed in order to improve the accuracy of the numerical inversions of the end-to-end distribution function in real space. We adapt our results to the evaluation of the single-chain structure factor, rendering simple, closed-form expressions that facilitate comparison with scattering experiments. Using our techniques, the accuracy of the end-toend distribution function is enhanced up to the limit of the machine precision. We demonstrate the utility of our methodology with realizations of the chain statistics, giving a general methodology that can be applied to a wide range of biophysical problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many biopolymers such as DNA, collagen, actin filaments, and microtubules have a molecular architecture that confers elastic rigidity to the resulting assembly. Therefore, understanding the impact of molecular rigidity on polymer behavior is necessary to address the physics that underlies a variety of biological processes. A polymer with intrinsic elasticity exhibits rigid behavior at small length scales, whereas it resembles a flexible chain at large length scales; such polymers are termed semiflexible. The simplest model for a semiflexible polymer is the wormlike chain model ͓1,2͔, which describes the chain as an inextensible thread with a linearelastic bending energy ͓3,4͔ subjected to thermal fluctuations. The wormlike chain model acts as a fundamental tool to predict the physical behavior of many biopolymers, such as DNA ͓5,6͔.
In order to make use of the wormlike chain model in practical applications, it is necessary to have an accurate method of evaluating the governing chain statistics. However, there exist substantial mathematical challenges in calculating the chain statistics across the entire range of chain rigidities while enforcing the inextensibility constraint. The end-to-end distribution function is obtained approximately for nearly flexible polymers in the form of corrections to the Gaussian distribution function ͓7-11͔. In the short-length or rigid-rod limit, the chain statistics are found using the path integral formalism in the WKB approximation including fixed end orientations ͓12͔ and by analytically evaluating the partition function by summing over transverse fluctuations about a nearly straight chain ͓13͔. Relaxing the inextensibility constraint such that the chain length is globally fixed ͓14͔, the tangent magnitude is constrained at one end ͓15,16͔, or the tangent magnitude fluctuates about an average value ͓17-20͔ permits the evaluation of chain statistics that approximate the wormlike chain model. Other semiflexiblepolymer models, such as the Dirac chain ͓21,22͔, are valuable in understanding the physical behavior of semiflexible polymers ͓23͔ and give qualitatively similar results to the wormlike chain model ͑for example, see Ref.
͓24͔ for a comparison between structure factors for the wormlike chain model and the Dirac chain͒.
Several works aim to evaluate wormlike chain statistics over the entire chain-rigidity spectrum. One approach provides a numerical solution by a direct diagonalization of the truncated scattering matrix ͓25,26͔; this work unearths a striking double-peaked structure in the end-to-end distance distribution at intermediate chain rigidities. Exact results for the end-to-end distribution function in three dimensions in Fourier-Laplace space ͓11,27͔ ͑Fourier-transformed end position and Laplace-transformed chain length͒ are obtained using algebraic techniques developed for graph-theoretical problems involving regular planar lattices ͓28͔. Exact results for wormlike chain statistics in two and three dimensions in Fourier-Laplace space are found to adopt the form of infinite continued fractions ͓24,29,30͔; these solutions exploit diagrammatic methods from which the hierarchical structure of the continued fraction naturally emerges. The methodology behind these solutions renders exact results for a wormlike chain in two and three dimensions ͓24͔, subject to endorientation constraint ͓29͔, and containing the influence of twist ͓30͔. The statistical behavior of the wormlike chain model in real space requires an inversion from FourierLaplace space. Numerical methods to perform these inversions are not discussed in detail in Refs. ͓11,24-27,29,30͔. An efficient numerical strategy for performing these inversions is necessary to achieve realizations of wormlike chain statistics with a desired accuracy.
Dimensionality plays an important role in understanding the effect of self-interaction on the physical size of a polymer chain ͓31,32͔. Although practical applications of polymer theory are restricted to two ͑e.g., surface or spatial confinement͒ or three spatial dimensions, the physical behavior of a polymer embedded in arbitrary D dimensions is a necessary theoretical result that renders practical solutions that are felt in two and three dimensions. In the case of a flexible polymer, the noninteracting chain statistics obey a Gaussian distribution, regardless of the number of spatial dimensions. As such, the evaluation of the impact of self-interaction on the polymer size, either perturbatively ͓33,34͔ or via a renormalization group analysis ͓32,35͔, renders results that are analytically tractable and convenient to understand a variety of experimentally observed behaviors. Similarly, the size of a semiflexible polymer is impacted by the number of spatial dimensions within which it lives ͓36-42͔. However, the treatment of self-interaction for a semiflexible polymer is complicated by the complexity inherent in the chain statistics. The wormlike chain model currently does not have an analytical solution for the chain statistics in arbitrary dimensions, which would facilitate the study of the impact of selfinteraction on the size of a semiflexible polymer.
Our goal in this paper is to construct an efficient methodology for calculating accurate wormlike chain statistics over all chain rigidities in arbitrary D dimensions ͑D Ն 1, including partial dimensions͒. For the first time, we present an exact solution for the end-to-end distribution function for a wormlike chain in arbitrary D dimensions in Fourier-Laplace space with end-orientation constraint. Utilizing the exact and concise continued-fraction form of the end-to-end distribution function in Fourier-Laplace space, we introduce a stepby-step procedure for performing the Fourier-Laplace inversion. We also develop asymptotic results for the Laplace inversion that leverage expansion techniques, such as direct power-law expansion of the continued fractions and Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory. We then adapt our results to the evaluation of the single-chain structure factor, resulting in a simple, closed-form result that is amenable to direct comparison with scattering experiments. With our methodology in place, we achieve machine-precision accuracy for the end-to-end distribution function for a wormlike chain in real space and D dimensions. As such, our methods achieve a general utility in addressing problems involving semiflexible polymers in a variety of settings.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the general wormlike chain end-to-end distribution function in D dimensions in Fourier-Laplace space. Next, a step-by-step methodology for achieving accurate inversion of the Fourier-Laplace transform is presented in Sec. III. The single-chain structure factor is presented in Sec. IV, giving a general methodology for evaluating the structure factor and asymptotic expressions that facilitate implementation. Section V illustrates the D-dimensional solution for the end-toend distribution function and the utility of our inversion techniques. We provide a summary of our results in Sec. VI. In addition, the Appendix contains an accuracy-enhancement procedure for the partition function of a wormlike chain subjected to tension.
II. D-DIMENSIONAL GREEN FUNCTION
In this section, we derive the end-to-end distribution function or Green function for a wormlike chain in arbitrary D-dimensional space. The wormlike chain model in D dimensions is characterized by a D-dimensional space curve r ជ͑s͒, where the path-length coordinate s varies from zero at one chain end to the contour length L at the opposite end. The polymer chain is defined to be inextensible, which is imposed by constraining the tangent vector u ជ͑s͒ϵ‫ץ‬ s r ជ to have unit magnitude for all values of s. The hyperspherical angles , 1 , 2 , ... , D−2 give the orientation of the tangent vector, such that ͓43͔
The bending deformation energy of the chain is a quadratic function of the curvature ‫ץ‬ s u ជ and is given by ͓2͔
where l p is the persistence length, and ␤ =1/ ͑k B T͒. Previous treatments with varied dimensionality define the bending deformation energy with the coefficient ͑D −1͒l p / 4 ͓44-46͔, which equals our value of l p / 2 in three dimensions ͑D =3͒. In this work, we choose the scaling coefficient to be independent of the number of dimensions D, thus l p scales with a bending rigidity of the chain that is independent of dimensionality. Therefore, our results give the behavior of a chain with a fixed material rigidity as the number of dimensions is altered, with the intention of clearly demonstrating the impact of dimensionality on the behavior of a polymer chain with constant physical properties. We note that our choice of Hamiltonian renders a Kuhn length that depends on dimensionality, rather than a universal Kuhn length b =2l p as in treatments such as Refs. ͓44-46͔. Our results are easily converted to the description used in Refs. ͓44-46͔ through the simple parameter change l p → ͑D −1͒l p / 2. In the absence of end-position constraint, the Green function is defined by
which is the conditional probability that a chain with length L has fixed initial and final orientations, given by u ជ 0 and u ជ, respectively. In Eq. ͑3͒, the Green function G 0 ͉͑u ជ͉u ជ 0 ; L͒ is calculated by the D-dimensional path integration D͓u ជ͑s͔͒ over all possible paths of the fluctuating field u ជ͑s͒ ͓47͔. We solve the "Schrödinger" equation obtained from Eq. ͑3͒ ͓48͔, leading to the Green function in D dimensions given by
where
͑D͒ are the hyperspherical harmonics ͓43͔. Here, is a vector consisting of eigenvalues ͑ 1 , 2 , ... , D−2 ͒.
We now consider the end-to-end distribution function G͉͑R ជ , u ជ͉u ជ 0 ; L͒, which gives the probability that a chain that begins at the origin with initial orientation u ជ 0 will have end position R ជ and final orientation u ជ. As an extension of Eq. ͑3͒, G͉͑R ជ , u ជ͉u ជ 0 ; L͒ is written as
where ␦ is a Dirac delta function that restricts the path integration to those paths that satisfy the fixed end separation R ជ . The path integral formulation of the Green function is used to find the governing "Schrödinger" equation ͓48͔
where ٌ D 2 is the D-dimensional angular Laplacian, and ٌ ជ R is the D-dimensional gradient operator.
Upon D-dimensional Fourier transforming from the variable R ជ to the wave vector k ជ , our problem becomes that of a single wormlike chain with Hamiltonian
The external Hamiltonian ␤H ext naturally emerges in the Fourier transform of the end-to-end distribution function G͉͑R ជ , u ជ͉u ជ 0 ; L͒ due to the end-position constraint. The corresponding Schrödinger equation in Fourier space is
which demonstrates the direct correspondence between our problem and that of a rigid rotor in a dipole field. We proceed to solve the Green function utilizing the path integral representation; however, the Schrödinger equation will be useful in the next section. Without loss of generality, we rotate our D-dimensional coordinate system so that k ជ aligns with the x D axis, upon which
͑s͒ is the endto-end distance projected onto the x D axis, and k is the magnitude of k ជ . This is explicitly performed by setting the tan-
This operation resets the initial orientation from u ជ to u ជ Ј= ⌫ −1 · u ជ and the final orientation u ជ 0 to u ជ 0 Ј= ⌫ −1 · u ជ 0 . However, this transformation does not affect the Hamiltonian ␤H 0 , which is invariant under coordinate rotation.
The external Hamiltonian is treated as a perturbation to the ground-state behavior, governed by Eq. ͑4͒. As such, we write 
The nth moment in the Green-function expansion is written as
where the factor n! comes from the "time" ordering of the integrations, and The selection rules are inserted into Eq. ͑11͒, leading to equivalent sets of indices and a set of indices that are selected based on the criteria that i = i−1 Ϯ 1 and i Ն 1 . A given set of indices can be plotted sequentially to give a jagged path that connects 0 to n . Such a plot is the basis of a diagrammatic representation of our selection rules ͓24,29,30,48͔ that greatly simplifies our mathematical analysis. Equation ͑11͒ adopts a convolution structure for the variable N. We perform a Laplace transform from N to the Laplace variable p, arriving at the nth moment in Laplace space
where P = p + ͑ + D −2͒, t i =0 if i = i−1 + 1 for step up, and t i =1 if i = i−1 − 1 for step down. The summation over paths implies a summation over all -index paths that connect 0 to n such that all i = i−1 Ϯ 1 and i Ն 1 . We refer the reader to Refs. ͓24,29,30,48͔ for a detailed discussion of our diagrammatic representation and its use in evaluating the moments of the distribution. Our development of the nth moment found in Eq. ͑13͒ is inserted into the Laplace transform of the Green function ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒. Using the diagrammatic representation outlined in the previous paragraph and discussed in Refs ͓24,29,30͔, the Green function is now reduced to the algebraic problem of finding all possible -index paths that connect the initial value 0 to the final value with fixed 1 . The Green function is therefore given by
͑14͒
where G 0 , 1 is the infinite sum of all diagrams that connect 0 to with a fixed value of 1 . We conclude our derivation by presenting the exact solution for G 0 , 1 by exploiting our diagrammatic methods, as in results found in Refs. ͓24,29,30͔. We define the infinite sum of diagrams W 1 with equal initial and final indices and fixed 1 value for all diagrams. This is given by
where 
The final form of G 0 , 1 is constructed from these partial summations, resulting in
Expressions found in Eqs. ͑14͒-͑17͒ complete the D-dimensional solution of the end-to-end distribution function with fixed initial and final orientations in FourierLaplace space for the wormlike chain model. Our result for the end-to-end distribution is greatly simplified in cases where the end orientations are not constrained ͑i.e., free to rotate͒ by integrating Eq. ͑14͒ over u ជ 0 Ј and u ជ Ј. We note the property of the hyperspherical harmonics
. Inserting this into Eq. 14 leads to the Green function G͑K ជ ;p͒ = 1
, and a = ͓
͑+D−3͒
͑2+D−2͒͑2+D−4͒ ͔ 1/2 . We note that this exact solution produces identical results as those given in Ref. ͓24͔ for two-and three-dimensional solutions. The twodimensional solution is realized by noting that a 1 → 1 / ͱ 2 and a Ն2 → 1 / ͱ 4 in the limit D → 2.
III. GREEN FUNCTION IN REAL SPACE
The Green function found in the previous section requires both a Fourier and Laplace inversion. The general procedure that we adopt for performing these inversions is as follows:
͑1͒ The inverse Laplace transform is performed at a fixed K value using residue theorem.
͑2͒ The Fourier inversion is found by numerically integrating over the Fourier variable K, performing the Laplace inversion at each step of the numerical integration.
This simple procedure is used in Refs. ͓29,30͔ to render accurate realizations of the chain statistics. In this section, we discuss the details of the inversion procedure, develop asymptotic expressions that significantly improve the accuracy of the inversion, and give guidelines for implementation of these methods into calculations. We focus on the inversion of Eq. ͑19͒, which renders the end-to-end distribution without orientation constraint; however, our methods are amenable to the evaluation of the full Green function including orientation constraint.
A. Laplace inversion
The inversion of the Laplace transform from p to the number of Kuhn segments N is performed using the residue theorem. For a fixed value of K, the poles are identified as p values that render the denominator of Eq. ͑19͒ equal to zero. Since the solution is written as an infinite continued fraction, there exist an infinite number of residues. These are simple poles, representing the eigenvalues of the governing Schrödinger equation in Fourier space ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒.
We define the lth pole E l ͑K͒, where the ordering is according to the magnitude of the real part at K =0 ͓i.e., Re͑E 0 ͒ Ͼ Re͑E 1 ͒ Ͼ ...͔. For convenience, we define the reciprocal of the partial summations to be j ͑+͒ = ͑w 0͑+͒ ͒ −1 , leading to the Green function G = ͑j 0 ͑+͒ ͒ −1 . Therefore, the poles must satisfy j 0 ͑+͒ ͑K ; p͒ → 0 as p →E l for any l. With these definitions, the Laplace inversion is written as
As the contribution from each eigenvalue decays exponentially with N, the infinite summation can be truncated to a finite number of terms once the desired accuracy is attained. Accurate inversion of the Laplace transform requires an accurate method of evaluating the eigenvalues E l and an accurate evaluation of the denominator of the summand in Eq. ͑20͒. We proceed to discuss each task separately, identifying methods for efficient evaluation. To achieve accuracy for all K values, we divide the frequency spectrum into three regimes: small K, intermediate K, and large K. In Fig. 1 , we plot the eigenvalues E l ͑l =0,1, ... ,5͒ versus the Fourier variable K for D = 3 and 1 = 0; the real and imaginary parts of E l are shown in panels A and B, respectively. Figure 1 includes our three methods of evaluating E l , and we refer to this figure throughout this section to illustrate the valid range for each method.
Eigenvalue evaluation (small-K regime)
In the small-K regime, the eigenvalues E l are accurately captured by a power-law expansion in powers of K 2 . This natural form is consistent with the asymptotic behavior of the oblate spheroidal harmonics ͓49͔ that are closely related to the mathematical structure of our problem. The eigenvalues E l satisfy j 0 ͑+͒ = 0, which are used to find the Green function G ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. The general Green function ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒ includes terms with 1 0. For the sake of generality, we include 1 0 in our discussion of the small-K asymptotic behavior; however, evaluation of the Green function G ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒ only includes 1 = 0 as a contributor. Using recursion relations found in the previous section, we write that E l satisfies 
We note that since a 1 1 = 0, the first continued fraction in Eq. ͑21͒ truncates at the ⑀ 1 D level.
The mathematical structure found in Eq. ͑21͒ permits an expansion of E l in powers of K 2 , i.e.,
͑l͒ depends on the number of dimensions D. Truncation of this expansion yields an approximation for E l in the small-K limit. The expansion coefficients b 2n ͑l͒ are found by expanding E l in Eq. ͑21͒ and equating like powers of K. Following this procedure, the first three coefficients for general D and 1 and the first four coefficients for three dimensions are given in Table I . The coefficients in this expansion are all real; therefore, the small-K asymptotic expansion always predicts real eigenvalues. However, the eigenvalues E l become complex with increasing K, as shown in Fig. 1 , illustrating the need to transition from the small-K asymptote with increasing K.
Eigenvalue evaluation (intermediate-K regime)
With increasing K, adjacent eigenvalues ͑E 2l and E 2l+1 ͒ converge to the same value on the real axis, then split into the complex plane such that E 2l+1 = E 2l ‫ء‬ for larger K ͑see Fig.  1͒ . As such, eigenvalues at intermediate K cannot be accurately determined using the small-K asymptotic expansion. Thus, we employ a numerical method to calculate the eigenvalues that achieves accuracy for intermediate K values.
The infinite continued fraction form of the Green function is equivalently written as the first element of the inversion of an infinite tridiagonal matrix J = J ͑0͒ + pI ͓50͔ ͑i.e., G = J 1,1 −1 ͒, where I is the infinite identity matrix. The diagonal elements of
..͒, and the off-diagonal ele-
The eigenvalues E l that we seek are given by the eigenvalues of the matrix −J ͑0͒ ͓50͔. This matrix transformation demonstrates the correspondence between our results and results for the wormlike chain Green function by a direct diagonalization of the truncated scattering matrix ͓26͔ and by graph-theoretic techniques ͓27͔.
The inversion of the general Green function ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒ involves instances where 1 0. Extending the intermediate-K matrix method to the case 1 0 requires a redefinition of J ͑0͒ . The diagonal elements of J ͑0͒ for 1 0 are J j,j ͑0͒ = ⑀ 1 +j−1 D ͑j =1,2,...͒, and the off-diagonal elements
Truncation of the J matrix to a finite rank n cutoff is equivalent to truncation of the infinite continued fraction at a finite level n cutoff . Owing to the convergence properties of the continued fraction, sufficient accuracy is achieved upon truncation at a finite level. In practice, accurate calculation of the first n eigenvalues is achieved by choosing n cutoff =4n.
Eigenvalue evaluation (large-K regime)
The intermediate-K matrix method does not accurately predict E l for both very small K values and very large K values due to numerical challenges associated with finding the eigenvalues of a poorly balanced matrix. The small-K limit is effectively handled by the small-K expansion. Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory ͓51͔ is employed to obtain the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of a rigid rotor in a dipole field in the limit of large field strength in three dimensions. Owing to the analogy between our problem and that of a rigid rotor, we employ a similar strategy to find the eigenvalue E l in the large-K limit. In this section, we provide the large-K asymptotic expansion found using Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory. For completeness, we provide solutions including 1 0, despite the fact that 1 = 0 for the Green function under consideration ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. The Schrödinger equation found in Eq. ͑8͒ implies that our eigenvalues E l satisfy
where l and E l are eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Eq. ͑8͒, respectively. The angular Laplacian ٌ D 2 obeys the recursive relationship
and operates on the hyperspherical harmonics such that
͑D͒ for j =0,1, ... ,D − 3 and 0 = l ͓43͔. We adapt the perturbation procedure found in Ref. ͓51͔ to the large-K behavior of Eq. ͑22͒; we briefly outline the procedure as there exist nontrivial distinctions between the D-dimensional rigid rotor in an imaginary dipole field and the quantum mechanical rigid rotor in three dimensions 
, with a range from zero to ͱ 8K, which approaches infinity as K → ϱ. Using these transformations and definitions in Eq. ͑8͒ and using Eq. ͑23͒, we now have the effective eigenvalue problem
where the effective eigenvalue l is related to the original eigenvalue E l according to
͑25͒
The effective Hamiltonian operator is split into the ground state
This formulation makes it convenient to use RayleighSchrödinger perturbation theory to find the eigenfunctions ⌽ l and eigenvalues l ͓51͔. The natural basis functions for H 0 are the associated Laguerre functions, which are evaluated with argument x. The perturbing Hamiltonian HЈ is split into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian components, which renders a perturbed eigenfunction ⌽ l with Hermitian and antiHermitian components. In the large-K limit, the eigenvalues E l are complex ͑see Fig. 1͒ such that adjacent eigenvalues are complex conjugates, i.e., E 2l+1 = E 2l ‫ء‬ . The eigenvalues found from the current formulation represent the even set, and the odd family is found as the complex conjugate of the even family.
Despite these complications, the perturbation procedure readily renders an expansion of ⌽ l and l in powers of ␣.
Following this procedure, we find the even eigenvalues E 2l adopt the form
where ␣ =1/ ͱ 8K. The odd eigenvalues are found using Table II contains the large-K expansion coefficients E n ͑l͒ up to n =5 ͑order K −2 contribution to E 2l ͒.
Implementation of the eigenvalue evaluation
The three methods for evaluating E l provide a methodology for accurate and simple evaluation of the eigenvalues for determination of the wormlike chain Green function in arbitrary D dimensions. In Fig. 1 , we provide plots of the real and imaginary components of E l for l =0,1, ... ,5 against the Fourier variable K. This plot includes the small-K asymptotic expansion ͑dashed curve͒, intermediate-K matrix method ͑solid curve͒, and large-K asymptotic expansion ͑dotted curve͒ for evaluating E l .
The behavior in Fig. 1 demonstrates two distinct regions for adjacent eigenvalues E 2l and E 2l+1 . For small-K, E 2l and E 2l+1 are real valued and have distinctly separate values. At some critical value K l ͑c͒ , the adjacent eigenvalues merge their real components and split into the complex plane such that
‫ء‬ . The small-K asymptote accurately captures E 2l and E 2l+1 up to K values just below K l ͑c͒ ; the large-K asymptote converges with the eigenvalues just after the merger at K l ͑c͒ . It is necessary to utilize the intermediate-K matrix method only very near K l ͑c͒ . However, we find that the matrix method is sufficiently efficient and accurate in determining the eigenvalues for both small and intermediate K. Therefore, we opt to use the matrix method over the small-K asymptote on our calculations. On the other hand, the intermediate-K matrix method does not accurately predict the eigenvalues in the large-K limit; thus, the large-K asymptotic forms are critical in achieving both accuracy and efficiency in calculating the Green function.
Summand evaluation (small-K regime)
The summand in Eq. ͑20͒ is evaluated either by utilizing the continued fraction form of the Green function or through a perturbation expansion based on the Schrödinger equation ͓Eq. ͑22͔͒. The latter is particularly useful in the small-K limit due to balancing issues that arise in the evaluation of the continued fraction for small values of K. The l summand in the Laplace inversion ͓Eq. ͑20͔͒ is related to the eigenfunction l satisfying Eq. ͑22͒ through the relationship
Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory provides the perturbed eigenvalues and the perturbed coefficients of the basis-set eigenfunctions. For K = 0, the natural basis functions of Eq. ͑22͒ are the hyperspherical harmonics, thus corrections are found perturbatively from this basis. We perform the perturbation expansion and perform the angle integration to extract the summand for Eq. ͑20͒, resulting in the lowestorder expression 
where a j = ͓ j͑j+D−3͒ ͑2j+D−2͒͑2j+D−4͒ ͔ 1/2 . This small-K asymptotic form gives the lowest-order contribution for the E l summand, which scales as K 2l . The next-order correction scales as K 2l+2 .
For general problems with end constraints, it is necessary to Laplace invert G 0 , 1 ͓Eq. ͑17͔͒. Our small-K asymptotic analysis is extended to perform this inversion in order to achieve numerical accuracy in this limit. From the RayleighSchrödinger perturbation theory, the projection of the , hyperspherical harmonic onto the lth eigenfunction of Eq. ͑22͒ ͑i.e., l ͒ is given by
With this in place, the Laplace inversion of G 0 , 1 is found through the limit
which gives the lowest-order approximation in K. This asymptotic result reduces to Eq. ͑28͒ for 0 = = 1 =0.
Summand evaluation (continued-fraction method)
In the intermediate-and large-K regimes, the summand is accurately evaluated using the continued-fraction representation of the Green function ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. We define a recursive representation for j n ͑+͒ as
where P n = p + n͑n + D −2͒, and a n = ͓ n͑n+D−3͒ ͑2n+D−2͒͑2n+D−4͒ ͔ 1/2 . The derivative of j n ͑+͒ gives the recursion relation
These recursion expressions are useful for evaluating the continued fractions for small K values ͑K Ͻ 1͒. These expressions are rebalanced for large K ͑K Ն 1͒ by defining j n ͑+͒ = j n ͑+͒ / K, leading to recursion relations that are better behaved numerically. Utilizing these recursion expressions to evaluate the summand in Eq. ͑20͒ requires truncation of the continued fraction at a cutoff n cutoff , seeding the recursion with j n cutoff ͑+͒ = P n cutoff and ‫ץ‬ p j n cutoff ͑+͒ = 1, and proceeding to cycle through the recursion expressions until n =0.
B. Fourier inversion
Once an efficient method for Laplace inversion is established, the Fourier transform must also be inverted. The Fourier inversion of the Green function is written as
and J n ͑z͒ is the Bessel function of the first kind. Integration over K is performed numerically from K =0 to K = K cutoff , where K cutoff is a cutoff value that is sufficiently large to achieve convergence. The K-step size in the numerical integration is chosen such that it satisfies a global accuracy threshold. In our calculation, we use a tolerance of 10 −20
, which leads to an overall accuracy of 10 −15 for the real-space Green function. We note that at any given K value in the numerical integration, the Laplace inversion is performed as written in Eq. ͑20͒. For K Յ 2840, we use the matrix method to compute the eigenvalues ͑Sec. III A 2͒. For K Ͼ 2840, we employ the large-K asymptotic expansion ͑Sec. III A 3͒ which enhances the efficiency of the calculation; K = 2840 marks the point where the difference of the first 12 eigenvalues calculated by the matrix method and asymptotic expansion method is less than 10 −6 .
C. Analytical results for large N
Although our focus thus far is on numerical inversion of the Fourier-Laplace-transformed Green function, it is important to recognize limiting cases where the inversion can be analytically performed. In the large-N limit, the Green function approaches a Gaussian distribution, as dictated by the central limit theorem. Corrections to the Gaussian distribution ͓7-11͔ adopt the form of a Gaussian distribution multiplied by a power-series function in R and N −1 that approaches unity as N → ϱ. This large-N expansion can be derived directly from our continued fraction representation of the Green function in D dimensions ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. We first rewrite the Green function as G͑K ជ ;p͒ = 1
These manipulations assume that the relevant contributions occur at small K values, which anticipates the fact that the Gaussian distribution arises from large wavelength contributions; this will be mathematically verified. In the present form, the Fourier-Laplace space Green function appears as an expansion in powers of ͓p + K 2 D͑D−1͒ ͔ −1 , leading to poles of increasing order at p =−K 2 / ͓D͑D −1͔͒. Singularities at p = −K 2 / ͓D͑D −1͔͒ coincide with the small-K asymptotic behavior of the dominant eigenvalue E 0 =−K 2 / ͓D͑D −1͔͒ up to the lowest order in K ͓the next contribution is O͑K 4 ͔͒, as discussed in Sec. III A 1. Although Eq. ͑34͒ contains additional singularities within the continued fraction found in B, we can assume the dominant contribution to the inversion is found in the p =−K 2 / ͓D͑D −1͔͒ singularities, since the additional singularities have a larger negative real component, driving these contributions to be exponentially small with increasing N. Thus, we expand B in powers of p and K 2 , and noting that p → −K 2 / ͓D͑D −1͔͒, we collect terms of order ͑K 2n , p n ͒ together. Following this procedure and performing the Fourier inversion ͑see Sec. III B͒, we arrive at the D-dimensional large-N Green function 
͑36͒
where r = ͉R ជ ͉ / ͑2l p ͒. This D-dimensional asymptotic result reduces to expressions found in Refs. ͓8,11͔ for three dimensions ͑D =3͒. This particular asymptotic analysis exploits the fact that the small-K ground-state eigenvalue E 0 Ϸ −K 2 / ͓D͑D −1͔͒ renders expressions whose Fourier inversion is analytically tractable. However, further refinements in this asymptotic analysis are met with considerable challenges in rendering analytical results in real space. Although it is straightforward to utilize our small-K asymptotic results to render more accurate predictions for E 0 that can be used in the Laplace inversion, the resulting expressions are not easily Fourier inverted to real space. Thus, the Fourier inversion must be performed numerically, exploiting the numerical procedures outlined in the preceding section.
IV. STRUCTURE FACTOR
The physical behavior of a polymer chain is frequently characterized by the single-chain structure factor. The structure factor is directly measured in a scattering experiment, and correlating scattering experiments with theoretical models provides insight into the physical behavior in polymeric fluids ͓23,52-55͔. From a theoretical perspective, the singlechain structure factor acts as an input for treating many-chain systems including concentration fluctuations ͓56͔. Although the structure factors for both a flexible Gaussian chain and a rigid rod are easily expressible, the structure factor of a semiflexible polymer is considerably more difficult to predict theoretically, largely due to the challenges in acquiring analytical expressions for the governing chain statistics. Our goal in this section is to apply our exact results to predict the structure factor for the wormlike chain model that is valid over the entire range of scattering vectors and chain lengths.
We define the structure factor to be
where k ជ is the scattering vector, and the angular brackets denote an average with respect to the specific model that governs the chain statistics. Our current manuscript contains exact results that permit the evaluation of the structure factor for the wormlike chain model without excluded volume interactions. Our definition for the structure factor differs from the conventional definition by an extra factor of 1 / L ͓57͔, thus rendering a dimensionless structure factor that tends to one at zero scattering vector.
For the wormlike chain model, the structure factor is given by
where K =2l p ͉k ជ ͉, L −1 implies a Laplace inversion from p to N = L / ͑2l p ͒, and G͑K ; p͒ is the wormlike chain Green function given by Eq. ͑19͒. The structure factor is expressible in terms of the magnitude of the scattering vector due to the rotational invariance of the governing statistics. Using results given in Sec. III, we write the structure factor as
where j 0 ͑+͒ ͑K ; p͒ and ‫ץ‬ p j 0 ͑+͒ ͑K ; p͒ are continued-fraction functions that are defined in Sec. III ͑specifically discussed in Sec. III A 6͒. Equation ͑39͒ is evaluated using methods outlined in Sec. III to find the eigenvalues E l and to calculate j 0 ͑+͒ and ‫ץ‬ p j 0 ͑+͒ . The structure factor given by Eq. ͑39͒ is expressed in arbitrary number D dimensions, which is generally useful for treating many-chain systems.
In Ref.
͓24͔, we present realizations of the structure factor for the wormlike chain model in three dimensions, demonstrating that our exact results for wormlike chain statistics in three dimensions capture the structure factor over all chain lengths and scattering vectors. Equation ͑39͒, along with the techniques provided in Sec. III, provide a convenient methodology for calculating the structure factor as a comparison with scattering experiments. Specifically, the infinite summation in Eq. ͑39͒ is truncated at a finite cutoff, and the partial summation is evaluated using methods to evaluate E l found in Sec. III. For most calculations, only a couple of terms are necessary to achieve accurate realizations of the structure factor. For example, the structure factor in three dimensions for a chain of length N = 0.1 requires only four terms in the summation to achieve accuracy within 1.76% difference from a more accurate calculation with 30 terms in the summation ͑i.e., completely converged in its numerical behavior͒. Since the terms in the summation decay exponentially with N, larger N values require fewer terms. To illustrate this, we note that the structure factor in three dimensions for a slightly larger chain of length N = 0.5 calculated with four terms in the summation is within 1.05ϫ 10 −4 % difference from the calculation with 30 terms in the summation. Therefore, most practical applications of Eq. ͑39͒ require the inclusion of only a couple of terms in the summation.
We can exploit our asymptotic results from Sec. III and the observations made in the previous paragraph to acquire a simple approximation for the structure factor in three dimensions. For sufficiently large N, the summation in Eq. ͑39͒ can be truncated to a single term ͑l =0͒; this procedure is equivalent to a ground-state dominance approximation. The magnitude of the first term is governed by the value of the groundstate eigenvalue E 0 through the weighting exp͑E 0 N͒. Referring to Fig. 1 , the ground-state eigenvalue begins at E 0 =0 at K = 0 and then proceeds to −ϱ as K → ϱ. In Fig. 1 , the small-K asymptotic result for E 0 ͑presented in Sec. III A 1͒ tracks along the more general matrix-based result for E 0 ͑presented in Sec. III A 2͒ up to K Ϸ 1.89, where the ground-state eigenvalue is E 0 = −1.02. The weighting of the ground-state term at this point is given by exp͑−1.02N͒, which is negligibly small for large N. We can use the small-K asymptotic results to calculate the structure factor in the large-N limit for all values of K, since the breakdown of the small-K asymptote occurs after the weight of the term is negligibly small.
Combining the concepts outlined in the previous paragraph, we present the large-N limiting behavior of the structure factor for a wormlike chain in three dimensions
is the small-K asymptotic behavior of the ground-state eigenvalue for three dimensions ͑D =3͒ and 1 = 0 presented in Sec. III A 1 ͑up to the highest order in our expansion͒. The large-N approximation of the structure factor is easily evaluated using the methods found in Sec. III A 6 to calculate the continued-fraction functions j 0 ͑+͒ and ‫ץ‬ p j 0 ͑+͒ . Although the large-N structure factor S ͑LN͒ is derived assuming large chain lengths N, S ͑LN͒ gives accurate values for the structure factor for moderate chain lengths. For example, for N = 6, comparing S ͑LN͒ ͓Eq. ͑40͔͒ with the general expression for the structure factor ͓Eq. ͑39͔͒ results in a maximum percent difference of less than 1.00% over the entire range of K values. The maximum percent difference decreases with increasing N, such that N = 10 gives a maximum percent difference of 0.11% and N = 100 gives a maximum percent difference of 1.17ϫ 10 −4 %. Therefore, the large-N structure factor S ͑LN͒ ͓Eq. ͑40͔͒ provides reliable values for the wormlike chain structure factor for N Ն 6 ͓i.e., less than 1% difference from the exact structure factor found in Eq. ͑39͒ over the entire K range͔. Since many practical applications of the structure factor involve moderate to large N, the large-N structure factor S ͑LN͒ is extremely useful for direct comparison with the results of scattering experiments on semiflexible polymers.
V. DISCUSSION
In Sec. II, we present an exact analytical solution for the Green function in Fourier-Laplace space for a wormlike chain in arbitrary D dimensions. The D-dimensional Green function in Fourier-Laplace space adopts the form of infinite continued fractions, consistent with results for the two-and three-dimensional solutions found in Ref. ͓24͔ . Such infinite continued fractions emerge naturally from the diagrammatic methods employed to derive the Green function. Realizations of the chain statistics in real space are rendered upon performing a numerical Fourier-Laplace inversion, as discussed in Sec. III. Owing to these methods, we achieve accurate values of the real-space Green function for chains ranging from rigid to flexible and for all values of end-to-end separation. Figure 2 shows a birds-eye view of the end distribution function G͑R ; L͒ for a wormlike chain in three dimensions. We note that the Green function G only depends on the chain length L and the end-to-end separation R ͑R = ͉R ជ ͉͒ due to rotational invariance. The surface plot shows G versus R / L and the number of Kuhn segments N = L / ͑2l p ͒ with white indicating high probability and black indicating low probability. N values range from N =0 to N = 20 with spacing 0.1 between each curve. In order to clearly show the behavior in this surface plot, the Green function G at each N value is divided by its maximum value, thus each rescaled curve runs from zero to one. As such, the color for a given N value in Fig. 2 is black for the smallest value and white for the largest value.
The wormlike chain model exhibits semiflexibility, where the chain appears rigid at small N values and flexible at large N values. The surface plot in Fig. 2 illustrates this physical behavior for a wormlike chain in three dimensions for N values proceeding from small to large. For a chain that is less than one Kuhn segment ͓N = L / ͑2l p ͒ Ͻ 1͔, the end statistics are peaked at values near R / L = 1, indicating the preference for an inflexible chain to remain straight. With increasing length, the peak creeps away from R / L = 1 due to thermal fluctuations inducing wrinkles in the chain that move the peak in the statistics to smaller end separations. The entropic preference to explore configurational space causes the chain statistics to broaden as N increases. We note that the actual broadening in the chain statistics is much more significant than indicated in Fig. 2 , since we plot against R / L rather than R.
The chain statistics demonstrates a crossover in the physical behavior of the chain proceeding from the peak being pushed away from R / L = 1 to being located at zero; the crossover between rigid rod and flexible chain occurs at N Ϸ 1.9. Figure 3 shows five individual Green-function curves for a wormlike chain in three dimensions corresponding to N = 0.3, N = 1.1, N = 1.9, N = 2.7, and N = 3.5; the top and bottom panels show the Green function on linear and logarithmic scales, respectively. The transition that is evident in Figs. 2 and 3 marks a shift from the chain behaving as a rigid rod to behaving as a flexible thread. Through this transition, the chain statistics exhibit a double-peaked behavior for N Ϸ 1.9, which is included in Fig. 3 . This behavior has been demonstrated in several realizations of wormlike chain statistics including the end distribution function with freely rotating ends ͓25,26͔ and with a single clamped end ͓29,58͔.
The double-peaked behavior coincides with the point where the ring-closure probability of DNA ͑or J factor͒ achieves a maximum value ͓30,59͔, thus this transition re- gion is important in the looping probability. Furthermore, the shape of the end distribution function exhibits an almost flat probability versus end extension ͑i.e., constant free energy of end separation͒ near N = 1.9, implying the force opposing looping is nearly zero for such lengths of chain. This may have important consequences on the dynamics of looping segments of chain that are near this length scale. The anomalous physical behavior in this intermediate region is very important since looping plays an important role in the biological function of DNA ͓60,61͔.
The accuracy of the numerical Fourier-Laplace inversion is demonstrated in the lower panel of Fig. 3 , where we show the Green function on a logarithmic scale. Two regions of R / L tend to be particularly difficult to calculate due to small numerical values of the Green function. For end extensions that are near full extension ͑R / L Շ 1͒, the free energy is dominated by the force required to iron out the thermal wrinkles in the configuration, thus the Green function asymptotically approaches zero in this region for all N values. For end extensions that are near zero ͑R / L տ 0͒, the chain must form a loop configuration. Such shapes are energetically prohibitive for rigid or short chains ͑i.e., N Ͻ 1͒, leading to small numerical probabilities for R / L տ 0 and N Ͻ 1. These two regions are clearly shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 , where the Green function has values that are many orders of magnitude less than the peak values near unity. Our numerical inversion for this case renders the Green function accurate to
, which is just above machine precision ͑2.2202ϫ 10 −16 for double precision in MATLAB͒. The limiting influence of the machine precision becomes an issue for N Յ 0.2 for small end separation ͑R / L տ 0͒, where the statistical probabilities are less than the machine precision. As such, the determination of looping probabilities for N Յ 0.2 are not accurately determined using our inversion methods. However, we note that the major contribution to the chain statistics are accurately captured at all N values, and our results can be used in problems that do not involve extremely rare events.
The behavior in the limit of full extension is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where we plot the Green function ͑solid curves͒ versus 1 / ͑1−R / L͒ for the N values found in Fig. 3 . As the chain is extended to full extension, the behavior is that of a polymer chain extended in one direction with small perturbations in the transverse directions. There exist D − 1 transverse directions in D dimensions, e.g., in two dimensions there is one transverse direction. Adopting this view, we perform an analysis of the force-extension behavior ͑details are not included in this manuscript͒, which renders an asymptotic form for the Green function near full extension. Upon performing this analysis, we find the asymptotic form of the Green function near full extension for arbitrary dimensions D Ն 2 to be
for R / L Շ 1, where C is a numerical constant that depends on N and D. There is not a simple governing expression for C since the value must uphold normalization, accounting for the statistical behavior that is outside the asymptotic region. We include the asymptotic limiting behavior ͓Eq. ͑42͔͒ in Fig. 4 as the dashed curves, where the numerical value of C is found as a fitting parameter for each N value. The level of accuracy of the Green function permits a direct comparison to the asymptotic form in Eq. ͑42͒.
As N proceeds to larger values ͑N Ͼ 1.9͒, the chain statistics approach a Gaussian distribution. However, the wormlike chain Green function is only identically Gaussian in the limit N → ϱ. The inextensibility constraint for the wormlike chain model prohibits end extensions past R / L = 1; therefore, the Green function equals zero at full extension. In other words, G͑R / L =1;L͒ = 0 for all finite N values. This behavior emerges directly from the numerical Fourier-Laplace inversion and is not artificially enforced.
We compare moments of the end distribution function ͗R D 2n ͘ determined using the numerical distribution function presented in Figs. 2-4 and from the exact expressions of the moments derived from the Green function ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. Our exact results for the Green function found in Eq. ͑19͒ act as a generating function for the moments ͗R D 2n ͘, such that
which requires a Laplace inversion from p to N that is performed analytically. This procedure renders identical results as found using diagrammatic methods found in Refs. ͓24,30,48,62͔. Comparing the numerically determined moments to the exact moments for a wormlike chain in three dimensions, we find a maximum percent difference of 1.61 for the first five moments ͑͗R D 2n ͘ for n =0,1,2,3,4͒ over the range N = 0.1-20. Futhermore, we find excellent agreement between our theoretical results and Monte Carlo simulation results for the end distribution function in three dimensions ͓13,63͔ and two dimensions ͓63͔ ͑direct comparison not shown͒. Thus far, we focus on the chain statistics for a wormlike chain in three dimensions. The behavior of a polymer chain in arbitrary D dimensions can also be addressed using our exact results. Only two and three dimensions have direct experimental significance; however, the behavior of a wormlike chain in higher dimensions provides a clear understanding of the impact of dimensionality on the statistical behavior. Furthermore, dimensionality plays an important role in understanding the impact of self-interaction on the physical behavior of a polymer chain ͓31,32,38,41,56,57,64-66͔. As previously mentioned, the chain statistics for a wormlike chain exhibits a crossover in the behavior from rigid rod at small N to a flexible chain at large N, e.g., Fig. 3 demonstrates this for three dimensions. This crossover behavior is exhibited in higher dimensions as well, though the N value for the crossover to occur decreases with increasing dimensionality D. In other words, increasing dimensionality causes the chain to become more flexible. Allowing the polymer to explore more dimensions excites conformation fluctuations in the chain due to the entropic desire to access these additional degrees of freedom. This leads to a more flexible chain in higher dimensions.
To demonstrate the impact of dimensionality on chain statistics, we construct a "phase" diagram for the rigid-flexible transition. The Green function gives the free energy F͑R ; L͒ for constraining the polymer to have a fixed end separation, such that F͑R ; L͒ =−ln G͑R ; L͒. With this interpretation, the rigid-flexible transition with increasing N can be likened to a phase transition.
In Fig. 3 , the chain begins at N = 0.3 with a single peak in the statistics ͑a single free energy minimum͒ that is pushed away from the origin ͑R / L Շ 1͒. The chain is in the rigid state at N = 0.3. With increasing N, the peak creeps toward R / L = 0 due to the thermal fluctuations causing end retraction. Eventually, a second peak at R / L = 0 emerges, which marks the introduction of a flexible state at R / L = 0. The N value that marks the onset of the flexible state N FS also gives the limit of metastability or spinodal point of the flexible state with decreasing N. The rigid state decreases in probability ͑increases in free energy͒ with increasing N. Eventually, the probability ͑or free energy͒ of the rigid and flexible states become equal; this N value is identified as the rigidflexible coexistence point N RF . The coexistence point N RF for three dimensions corresponds to N Ϸ 1.9 in Fig. 3 . With a further increase in N, the rigid state declines in probability until the probability peak disappears; the N value that marks the limit of metastability of the rigid state is the rigid spinodal point N RS . The rigid-flexible transition is first order in nature because the transition from rigid to flexible behavior is marked by a discontinuity in R / L.
Our thermodynamic picture of the rigid-flexible transition lends insight into the impact of semiflexibility and dimensionality on the physical behavior of a polymer chain. Increasing N can be likened to increasing the temperature, thus the transition from rigid to flexible states is associated with a transition from the energetically preferred state ͑rigid͒ to the entropically preferred state ͑flexible͒. Since increasing the dimensionality D presents additional degrees of freedom for the polymer to explore, the entropic state ͑flexible͒ is preferred with increasing D, thus the rigid-flexible transition occurs at smaller N values at larger D.
In Fig. 5 , we present the phase diagram for the rigid and flexible states versus the number of Kuhn segments N = L / ͑2l p ͒ and the dimensionality D. The solid curve in Fig. 5 gives the coexistence point N RF between the rigid and flexible states. The dashed curve gives the spinodal curve for the flexible state N FS , and the dotted curve identifies the spinodal curve for the rigid state N RS . The region between the dashed curve and the solid curve marks conditions where the flexible state is metastable but the rigid state is thermodynamically preferred. Similarly, the region between the solid curve and the dotted curve indicates where the rigid state is metastable but the flexible state is thermodynamically preferred. Figure  5 exhibits a decrease in the rigid-flexible transition N RF with increasing dimensionality D. The spinodal curves asymptotically approach the coexistence curve with increasing D, but the spinodal curves never identically merge. The transition between the rigid and flexible states is consistent with the behavior of a chain with one end clamped in a fixed direction ͓29͔.
In the inset of Fig. 5 , we plot the phase diagram versus the dimensional chain length Ñ = ͑D −1͒N / 2. In previous treatments ͓44-46͔, the bending deformation energy is scaled by the dimension-dependent bending modulus ͑D −1͒l p / 2. The resulting theory renders a Kuhn length b =2l p that is independent of the dimensionality D. We define Ñ in order to relate our results to these dimension-independent treatments. Upon transforming from l p → ͑D −1͒l p / 2, the number of Kuhn segments transforms as L / ͑2l p ͒ → L / ͓͑D −1͒l p ͔. Thus, the transformed theory has a number of Kuhn segments Ñ = L / ͑2l p ͒, which removes the dimensionality. The inset of Fig. 5 demonstrates that although the impact of dimensionality can be removed from the persistence length ͑i.e., the Kuhn length͒, the dimensionality exhibits a nonuniversal impact on the be- havior of a semiflexible polymer near the rigid-flexible transition ͑limit of semiflexibility͒. Although the large chain length behavior tends to a Gaussian with a single statistical length that can be cast in a dimension-independent form, the general behavior of a semiflexible polymer depends on the dimensionality in a nonuniversal manner.
The data plotted in Fig. 5 includes partial dimensionality D ͑i.e., noninteger values͒. Analytic continuation of the Green function to partial dimensions is performed directly from Eq. ͑19͒. This is not as trivially performed with endorientation constraint due to the inclusion of the indices in the Green function with orientation constraint. The capacity to extend our results into partial dimensions would be important for an analysis of the influence of self-interaction on the physical behavior of a semiflexible polymer ͓31,32,38,41,56,57,64-66͔.
VI. SUMMARY
In this work, we present the exact results for the D-dimensional wormlike chain Green function in FourierLaplace space. These results act to generalize our previous results for the behavior in two and three dimensions ͓24,29͔, demonstrating that the resulting form is general for all dimensions. Consequently, the present results smoothly interpolate through partial dimensionality, making it possible to determine polymer self-contact perturbatively from the upper critical dimension ͓31,32,38,41,56,57,64-66͔. The resulting expressions for the Green function in Fourier-Laplace space adopt the form of infinite continued fractions, which are attractive both due to their simplicity in implementation and their numerical convergence properties.
The implementation of our results to determine the chain statistics requires a Fourier-Laplace inversion, which is performed numerically. This necessitates a numerical scheme that accurately performs the inversion up to a desired degree of accuracy, noting the lower bound on the accuracy associated with the machine precision. We separately address the Laplace and Fourier inversions in order to explicitly give a set of tools for achieving accurate inversions.
For the Laplace inversion, the major hurdle lies in the calculation of the poles ͑or eigenvalues͒ of the continued fraction. We present three methods for pole evaluation that are accurate at small, intermediate, and large frequencies K. The small-K asymptotic expansion gives accurate poles up to K Ϸ 1, thus there is a small window of utility for this technique. The intermediate-K method determines the poles as the eigenvalues of the scattering matrix. This technique is accurate and convenient for both the small-K and intermediate-K determination of the poles. However, the intermediate-K matrix method exhibits instabilities with increasing K; thus, there exists a need for a separate large-K method. To this end, we utilize Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory to give an asymptotic expansion that accurately determines the poles in the large-K limit. These three methods provide a framework for the accurate determination of the poles over all frequency values. The frequency integration involved in the Fourier inversion is performed numerically such that the Laplace inversion must be performed at each K step in the numerical integration. Therefore, the Laplace inversion must be performed efficiently and accurately at each K step.
We then proceed to present a simple methodology for evaluating the single-chain structure factor, which plays an important role as a direct comparison to scattering experiments and as a necessary input to studying many-chain systems. First, we provide a general methodology for evaluating the structure factor that is valid over the entire range of chain lengths and scattering vectors. We then proceed to present a simple, closed-form expression for the structure factor that is accurate for moderate to large chain length ͑N Ͼ 6͒.
With the methods that we develop for the Fourier-Laplace inversions, we present realizations of the end distribution function for the wormlike chain model. Our results in three dimensions demonstrate accuracy up to the machineprecision limit for all values of the number of Kuhn segments N. Increasing dimensionality tends to cause the chain to become more flexible due to the additional degrees of freedom that are presented to the chain. The entropic desire for the chain to explore these additional degrees of freedom introduces conformation wrinkles in the chain, thus enhancing the flexibility. This general trend is demonstrated in a phase diagram for the transition from the chain behaving as a rigid rod at small N values to behaving as a flexible thread at large N values. The rigid-flexible transition is first order in nature, reflecting the double-peaked shape of the end distribution function that was previously reported ͓25,26,29͔.
The techniques presented in this work enable the accurate evaluation of the end distribution function for the wormlike chain model. These methods provide a framework that permits the evaluation of the chain statistics over chain lengths ranging from rigid to flexible. Therefore, these methods can be applied to a wide range of problems involving semiflexible polymers. where p is the Laplace variable conjugated with N = L / ͑2l p ͒, P = p + ͑ + D −2͒, and a = ͓
͑+D−3͒
͑2+D−2͒͑2+D−4͒ ͔ 1/2 . To retrieve the partition function in real space, we must invert the Laplace transform in Eq. ͑A1͒. Accurate inversion of the Laplace transform requires accurate evaluation of the poles or eigenvalues, as in the inversion of the Green function ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. We adopt the same procedure as discussed in Sec. III, thus dividing the force spectrum into three regimes: small F, intermediate F, and large F. Here, we briefly discuss the minor alterations that must be performed to the methods present in Sec. III to accurately perform the Laplace inversion for a wormlike chain under external tension.
Eigenvalue evaluation (small-F regime)
As in Sec. III A 1, the small-F asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalue V l ͑analogous to E l found in Sec. III͒ behaves as a power-law expansion in powers of F 2 , written as V l = ͚ n=0 ϱ h 2n ͑l͒ F 2n . We write the governing continued fraction for V l using Eq. ͑21͒, replacing K with −iF. Following an identical procedure as discussed in Sec. III A 1, we arrive at the expansion coefficients h 2n ͑l͒ = ͑−1͒ n b 2n ͑l͒ , where b 2n ͑l͒ are tabulated in Table I .
Eigenvalue evaluation (intermediate-F regime)
With increasing F, the small-F power-law expansion is no longer valid. To compute the eigenvalues, we utilize the numerical matrix method employed in Sec. III A 2 replacing K with −iF. Upon performing this transformation, the governing matrix ͑J ͑0͒ ͒ is Hermitian, thus the eigenvalues are all real. As in Sec. III A 2, the infinite matrix is truncated at a finite level that is sufficiently large to achieve accuracy in the numerical inversion. As a rule of thumb, we find accuracy in the first n eigenvalues when we set the cutoff to the matrix to n cutoff =4n.
Eigenvalue evaluation (large-F regime)
Due to numerical instability in using the above-mentioned matrix method for large F values, we adapt the perturbation procedure discussed in Sec. III A 3 to accurately determine the eigenvalues V l in the large-F limit. Replacing K with −iF in Eq. ͑22͒, the Schrödinger equation ͓Eq. ͑22͔͒ becomes
where l and V l are eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, respectively, and the angular Laplacian ٌ D 2 is given by Eq. ͑23͒. Following the same procedure as in Sec. III A 3, we define the perturbation parameter ␣ =1/ ͱ 8F and the variable x = ␣ −1 sin 2 ͑ D−2 / 2͒, with a range from zero to ͱ 8F that approaches infinity as F → ϱ. Using these transformations in Eq. ͑A2͒, we now have the effective eigenvalue problem
͑A3͒
where the effective eigenvalue l and the original eigenvalue V l have the following relation:
͑A4͒
The ground-state Hamiltonian operator is H 0 =−x Table III contains the large-F expansion coefficients V l ͑n͒ up to n =5 ͑order F −2 contribution to V l ͒. 
